
  Sex trafficking is forcing, deceiving, or coercing a person to perform 
a commercial sex act. Any minor under the age of 18 who is induced to 
perform a commercial sex act is a victim of human trafficking 
according to law, regardless of whether there is force, fraud, or 
coercion. Sometimes this kind of trafficking can be disguised as a 
false job or prospective marriage opportunity. Many women around the 
region experience this kind of deception and abuse, where their dream 
of a new life and ability to support their family back home is taken away 
from them. Instead of enjoying life, they are forced into doing things they 
don’t want to do, unable to leave, often trapped by fear or large debts. 

   It is important for anyone moving abroad, for work or for marriage,
 to know all the details. Do you know the person who has offered you the 
job? Do you know the man you are moving abroad to marry? Do you have 
the appropriate documents to travel abroad legally and safely? Knowing 
the answers to all of these questions can keep you or someone you love 

safe, which is why it is essential to be informed.
 
 

If you are in danger or know someone who needs 
help please contact this number   

1288 (Cambodia) 1300 (Thailand) +84 0943378009 (Vietnam) 

@a21cambodia @a21thailand  @a21                                                        www.a21.org

1288 (Cambodia) 1300 (Thailand) +84 0943378009 (Vietnam) +0086108415300 
(Beijing, China) +00862168541199 (Shanghai, China) 
09 49 555666, 09 49 555777, 09 49 555888 (Myanmar) 
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หาคุณตกอยู่ในอันตรายหรือรู้จักใครก็ตามที่ต้องการความช่วยเหลือ 
โปรดติดต่อเบอร์

 
១២៨៨ (ប្រទេសកម្ពុជា)  ១៣០០ (ប្រទេសថៃ)  +៨៤ ០៩៤៣៣៧៨០០៩ (ប្រទេសទ�ៀតណាម)  

+០០៨៦១០៨៤១៥៣០០ (បករុងទ្រេកាំង ប្រទេសចិន)  +០០៨៦២១៦៨៥៤១១៩៩ (បករុងទសៀងថៃ ប្រទេសចិន) 
និង ០៩៤៩៥៥៥៦៦៦ ០៩៤៩៥៥៥៧៧៧ ០៩៤៩៥៥៥៨៨៨ (ប្រទេសមីយេាន់មេា)
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1288 (Campuchia) 1300 (Thái Lan) +84 0943378009 (Việt Nam) +008610

8415300 (Beijing, Trung Quốc) +00862168541199 (Thượng Hải, Trung Quốc) 
09 49 555666, 09 49 555777, 09 49 555888 (Myanmar)


